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Abstract
Direct and quantitative detection of unlabelled glycerophosphoinositol (GroPIns), an abundant cytosol phosphoinositide derivative, would allow rapid evaluation of several malignant
cell transformations. Here we report on label-free analysis of GroPIns via surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS) with a sensitivity of 200 nM, well below its apparent concentration in cells. Crucially, our SERS substrates, based on lithographically defined gold nanofeatures, can be used to predict accurately the GroPIns concentration even in multicomponent
mixtures, avoiding the preliminary separation of individual compounds. Our results represent
a critical step towards the creation of SERS-based biosensor for rapid, label-free and reproducible detection of specific molecules, overcoming limits of current experimental methods.
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Glycerophosphoinositol (GroPIns) is an abundant component of cell cytosol, produced by
PLA2 IVα hydrolysis of membrane phosphatidylinositol, that regulates important biological functions, among which are cell proliferation and differentiation. 1–3 GroPIns gained attention as potential active metabolite when its cellular concentration levels were associated with oncogenic
Ras transformation in epithelial cells. 1,2 Ras genes encod proteins involved in signal transduction
within cells and their mutations and amplifications can lead to cancer. 4 Subsequently, GroPIns
presence and potential tumour-related function became apparent in several other cell lines, including thyroid cells transformed by oncogenes responsible for papillary thyroid carcinomas. 3,5 Recent
evidence highlights the potential role of GroPIns during the immune cell responses. 6,7 These studies led to the proposal that GroPIns cellular levels can be considered a biochemical marker of
patho/physiological conditions.
Currently, the techniques used for GroPIns detection are [3 H]-myo-inositol equilibrium radiolabelling followed HPLC analysis or mass spectroscopy. 8 The first method requires radioactive
labelling and sometimes the low specific activity render the comparisons across multicomponent
mixtures extremely difficult. 2 Conversely, mass spectroscopy is a label-free method and has generated most of the valuable evidence for the physiological relevance of GroPIns. 1,9 However,
this method is time-consuming and requires an efficient chromatographic separation in order to
achieve mass analysis. Moreover, a large quantity of sample need to be processed for an efficient quantitative analysis, enabling only an estimation of the mean amount of GroPIns (expressed
in pmoles/cell) in a cell population. 8 This led to an increased interest in developing alternative
molecular technologies allowing the sensitive and quantitative detection of minimal GroPIns concentration sample, avoiding time-consuming sample preparation or need of label/dye.
Raman scattering, due to its fingerprint-like nature, allows the detection and characterisation of
biomolecules. 10,11 Unfortunately, typical Raman cross-sections are very small: only one photon
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in a million is Raman scattered by the molecule of interest. However, the efficiency of the scattering can be dramatically enhanced, up to single-molecule detection levels, by exploiting the field
enhancement in the presence of metallic nanostructured surfaces. This approach corresponds to
surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). Since its discovery in 1974 by Fleishman, 12 SERS
has been used for studies of very low concentrations of analytes in different chemical environments. 13–18 It is a truly label-free technique, in that it does not require any dye/marker or specific
treatment of the substrates to grant specificity of the analysis. In the SERS experiments, the incoming laser beam interacts with the electron plasma oscillations in the metallic nanostructures to
enhance, by multiple orders of magnitude, the vibrational spectra of molecules adsorbed or close
to the surface. 19–21 Therefore, the SERS substrate plays a crucial role and the wide spread use
of SERS has been hampered by the substrate’s sensitivity and reproducibility. 22 The sensitivity
refers to the detection capability of low concentration of molecules. Reproducibility refers to the
ability to allow quantitative and repeatable measurements for independent realisations in similar
conditions. This is a highly critical requirement, since most of the SERS-based sensing relies on
the relative intensity of specific Raman frequency bands. 23,24
Much of the development effort of SERS substrates has been focused on increasing the absolute
sensitivity aiming for single molecule detection. The most popular approach is to use high field intensity produced by clustered silver (Ag) nanoparticles in nanocolloidal (NC) solutions. 18,25 This
method is cheap and gives high efficiencies, however it is limited by oxidation, laser-induced structural changes in the silver oxide layers and a non-uniform and random distribution of hot spots. 17
Additionally, single molecule detection needs the a priori knowledge of the exact location of the
hot spot. Other geometries, mainly made by top down lithographic approaches, allow tailoring the
field enhancement and its spatial distribution, 26–32 and have unlocked the use of SERS for single
molecule detection. 33–35
However, in most practical applications, experiments are run at intermediate concentration
regimes where the analyte covers large areas of the substrate. In this case, it is more convenient
to have an extended distribution of field enhancement, rather than a sparse collection of high in-
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tensity hot spots, as pointed out in previous works. 22,36,37 Here, we show how a simple Au-fishnet
nanostructure on a chemically inert substrate (microscope glass slide) allows unprecedent reproducibility in sensing of test molecules (Rd6G, at concentration of 10−8 M) and even molecules of
biological interests (GroPIns, at concentrations 200 nM-10 mM). We compared the performance of
Au-fishnet substrates to conventional colloidal nanoparticles, crucially demonstrating an improvement of the reproducibility without a penalising reduction of efficiency. We exploited this quality
of the SERS measurements to perform the first quantitative GroPIns sensing at concentrations close
to physiological conditions. In this context, direct GroPIns sensing is demonstrated monitoring the
change in SERS intensity of the prominent peaks in the GroPIns spectra as a function of its concentration overcoming many of the limitations associated to the detection of GroPIns. More precisely,
the presented SERS-biosensor provides rapid (acquisition time: 1-10 s) and sensitive (detection
limit: 200 nM at 10 s acquisition time) detection of GroPIns. Crucially, this allows for quantitative SERS measurements of GroPIns concentration within a mixture (glycerol and myo-inositol)
with an accuracy of 6%. Potentially, this method could reveal the presence and concentration of
this molecule in a biological sample, such as cell extracts, eliminating the need of any label or a
preliminary GroPIns isolation. This possibility is of paramount relevance, in general, for SERS
studies of cancer markers which are difficult to isolate.

Results
Substrate description and optical characterisation. The SERS substrates were fabricated using
electron beam lithography, following a procedure similar to that reported in ref., 38 and detailed in
the Materials and Methods section. As visible in the photograph shown in Figure 1, each substrate
hosts multiple (nine in this example) distinct, but nominally identical, sensing areas separated by
4 mm and each made of an Au-fishnet on a 25 × 25 mm2 glass slide. Each pattern covers an area
of 200 × 200 µm2 , highlighted by triangular markers for ease of operation. Figure 1 additionally
shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of a typical Au-fishnet, with periodicity
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Figure 1: Photo of SERS substrate and zoomed scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
typical Au-fishnet pad. Transmission spectra of a typical SERS pad (blue and green show the two
polarisations).
p = 400 nm and wire width d = 90 nm. These parameters were found to produce the greatest
enhancement factor when detecting Rhodamine (Rd6G), when varying p between 100 nm and
500 nm and d between 30 nm and 90 nm. These parameters are used for the Au-fishnet substrate
in the rest of this article.
We characterised the optical response of each Au-fishnet pattern, acquiring their transmission
spectra. For this purpose we used a custom-made setup described in the Methods section. In Figure 1 we show the transmission curves of a typical Au-fishnet based SERS substrate, illuminated
at normal incidence, for polarisation along the major axes of the fishnet (in blue and green). As
expected, the transmission is polarisation independent.
SERS detection and reproducibility. We performed SERS analysis using the Raman microscope shown in Figure 2.
The performance of the substrates were characterised and compared to that of standard silver
nanocollidal solution (Ag-NC) samples, custom-made using the procedure reported in, 25,39 using
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Figure 2: Schematic of our Raman microscope system. A diode laser at 532 nm is used to excite
Raman scattering. The laser beam is introduced into an inverted microscope through a high numerical aperture objective (100 x). The scattered light from the sample is collected by the same
objective and coupled into a spectrometer equipped with a cooled CCD camera. Symbols legend: M-mirror L-lens; NF-notch filter.
the SERS signal of Rd6G in deionised water, at a concentration of 10−8 M, in the spectral range
400 − 2000 cm−1 . The power of incident light was 50 µW and the integration time 1 s. For the
Au-fishnet patterns, a drop (≈1-2 µl) of analyte was applied to the nanostructures and allowed to
bind for 1 h at room temperature prior to spectrum acquisition. Conversely, a 50 − 60% solution of
Ag-NC in deionised water was mixed with the Rd6G solution (at a final concentration of 10−8 M)
and a drop was placed on glass slide for the same amount of time.
For both samples, we recorded 30 spectra from different locations within each sensing area, to
create a statistically relevant data distribution and we compared the results. This is the standard
procedure in Ag-NC SERS substrate which ensures representative sampling and incorporates spotto-spot variability in signal. All the spectra are, in a first step, base-line corrected and thereafter
normalised to the maximum Raman peak (band centred at 1360 cm−1 ). The results are shown
in Figure 3-(a) and (b), for the Au-fishnet and the Ag-NC respectively. The characteristic vibrational bands of Rd6G are observed: the intense Raman bands around 1360 cm−1 , 1510 cm−1 and
1650 cm−1 can be attributed to C-C vibrations, the band at 1180 cm−1 can be related to C-H bending and N-H bending vibration of xanthenes ring and the peak at 1575 cm−1 can be attributed to
6

C-O stretching. The SERS substrate background spectrum, before adding the dye on the SERS
pattern, was also measured showing a broad shape without any Raman bands.

Figure 3: Randomly selected SERS acquisitions (raw data) for Rd6G samples, at a concentration
of 10−8 M, incubated on an Au-fishnet substrate (a) and with Ag-NC (b). The average spectra
normalised variability of each individual spectra distributions for SERS spectra of Rd6G on an
Au-fishnet substrate (c) and in Ag-NC (d).
We experimentally evaluated the SERS enhancement factor G for both Ag-NC and Au-fishnet
substrate. 40 The highest enhancement factor experimentally observed for Au-fishnet substrates
was G f ishnet = 7.6 × 103 . Ag-NC show slightly higher Raman scattering enhancement: Gcolloids =
4 × 104 . Despite the slightly reduced enhancement factor (in particular the signal-to-noise ratio,
SNR, at 1360 cm−1 is almost 5 times better than the Au-fishnet substrate), it is clear from this figure
that the SERS signal of the Au-fishnet samples is remarkably more reproducible when compared
to the Ag-NC case.
In order to quantify the degree of similarity of separate spectra, we evaluated the variability
of each individual spectra after normalisation with the average spectra. The results are arranged
in the histograms represented in Figure 3-(c),(d). The full width half maximum (FWHM) values
for all Rd6G spectra acquired with Ag-NC and Au-fishnet substrate are respectively: 49 % and
7

13 %. The Au-fishnet substrate shows a clearly lower FWHM value than the Ag-NC substrate,
closer to the ideal case of perfect reproducibility. By increasing the laser power and integration
time a further reduction of the FWHM is observable for Au-fishnet substrate. The same analysis
performed on Ag-NC substrate does not show a significant improvement of the reproducibility.
These results demonstrate that the variability in the SERS spectra, in the case of Ag-NC substrate,
is mainly due to the variation in the relative intensities of the Raman bands more than the SNR of
the SERS signal.
Additionally, experiments were repeated by comparing the spectra obtained on different days
and on different sample batches. The data obtained for Au-fishnet substrates all showed consistent
results; the same was not observed for Ag-NC.
From the results presented here, it can be concluded that Au-fishnet substrates can be used to
develop a sensitive SERS biosensing platform, especially when dealing with low concentration
samples.

Figure 4: (a) Typical SERS signal of GroPIns at the concentration of 100 µM. (b) Ten acquisitions
of the same sample in different SERS-active sites of the Au-fishnet substrate.
GroPIns sensing. A valuable GroPIns sensor must be capable of detecting GroPIns in the
0 − 10 mM range close to physiological conditions with high reproducibility, low detection limit
8

and minimal detectable variations.
The reproducibility of the SERS spectra for the GroPIns case was tested as before. Figure 4-(a)
shows a typical SERS spectrum of a GroPIns solution with concentration of 100 µM between 400
and 1800 cm−1 , acquired and normalised as for the Rd6G case. Figure 4-(b) shows 10 overlapped
randomly-selected spectra and their zoomed in view in the inset. The FWHM of the spectra variability for this set of measurements was about 12 %, which confirms that the reproducibility is
reliable also for molecules of biological relevance.
Table 1 gives most of the skeletal vibrations of GroPIns in the considered spectral region.
The strong interaction between the C-C and C-O bonds gives a complex array of vibration bands,
which is overlapped with the peaks arising from CH2 vibrations. However, the SERS spectrum
of GroPIns shows a very strong and specific peak centred at ∼1080 cm−1 that has been earlier
41
assigned to the phosphodioxy group PO−
2.

The ability of a sensor to measure concentration is given by the noise equivalent concentration
(NEC). NEC corresponds to the minimum detection limit of the system, which is the concentration
at which SNR becomes equal to unity. 42 In order to estimate the detection sensitivity of the device,
SERS spectra of GroPIns solutions at different concentrations (in the range between 0 − 10 mM)
were acquired. The SNR of the system at each concentration was evaluated by taking the ratio
of the average of peak intensity value at 1080 cm−1 to the standard deviation (std) of the spectral
region between 1600 cm−1 to 1800 cm−1 . Figure 5-(a) shows the variation of SNR with GroPIns
concentration in the range 0.5 mM-10 mM, acquired with a laser excitation power of ∼50 µW and
an integration time of 1 s. It can be noted that the SNR values follow a positive linear relation to
the concentration of the GroPIns. The NEC was estimated, from a linear fit of the experimental
data, to be 69 ± 20 µM.
Since the scattered light intensity depends on the incident laser power and the efficiency of
signal collection, the NEC value can be further improved by slightly increasing the laser power
on the sample (∼80 µW) and the integration time (10 s). Figure 5-(b) shows a zoom of the SNR
versus GroPIns concentration in the range 0.25 µM-200 µM. In these experimental conditions, we
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Figure 5: (a) Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the peak at 1080 cm−1 of the GroPIns SERS spectrum
as a function of the GroPIns concentration (in the range between 0.5 mM and 10 mM), measured
with a laser excitation power on the sample of ∼50 µM and an integration time of 1 s. (b) SNR
versus GroPIns concentration in the range between 0.25 µM and 200 µM, measured with a laser
excitation power on the sample of 80 µW and an integration time of 10 s.
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demonstrate that the minimum detectable concentration is 218 ± 40 nM. This value is about two
orders of magnitude lower than the minimum concentration expected for GroPIns in cells. 1 This is
an intriguing finding in view of the quantitative detection of GroPIns at intracellular levels. Higher
powers and longer acquisition times do not improve further the NEC as it can lead to sample
damage.
Quantitative analysis of GroPIns mixtures. To evaluate the discriminatory power of GroPInsSERS detection, we tested a mixture of three molecular solutions (GroPIns, myo-inositol, glycerol),
which are simultaneously present in cells and possess common chemical moieties. Averaged SERS
spectra (n=30) for each molecule at a concentration of 100 µM are shown in Figure 6-(a). The spectra appear very similar to one another in the number and location of the peaks, albeit with notable
differences in the relative intensity of some bands. Table 1 gives the skeletal vibrations of these
components in the spectral region between 600 and 1800 cm−1 . The SERS spectrum of pure glycerol is dominated by the intense C-C stretching band at 850 cm−1 and CH2 deformation vibration
at 1464 cm−1 . The myo-inositol spectrum is partially overlapped to the GroPIns spectrum but
shows an isolated medium-intensity band at 1005 cm−1 assigned to C-C-O stretching. Conversely,
as already stated, the GroPIns-SERS spectrum is dominated by the peak centred at ∼1080 cm−1 ,
assigned to the phosphodioxy group. This variation in SERS intensity plays a critical role in determining the ability to identify the GroPIns in a mixture and therefore gauge its concentration
accuracy.
The mixed samples consisted of varying concentrations of GroPIns, myo-inositol and glycerol
with their total concentration held constant at 100 µM. This value was chosen since the apparent
intracellular GroPIns concentration is of the order of 100 µM. In Figure 6-(b) we report the SERS
spectrum of the three-component mixture at the relative concentration of 33.333 µM.
The spectrum of the three-component mixture presents a greater challenge with respect to its
interpretation and quantification. The analysis was carried out using the partial least square (PLS)
method. The raw spectra were corrected for dark-current/fluorescence background and normalised.
These preliminary steps eliminate complicating contributions from variations in the baseline or
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Table 1: Band component analysis of the SERS spectra of GroPIns, myo-inositol and glycerol in
the 400-1800 cm−1 wavenumber region. Abbreviations: ν = stretch, τ= twist, δ = bend; T = trans,
G = gauche.
GroPIns
Raman bands (cm−1 )

myo-inositol
Raman bands (cm−1 )

720
815
895
940
1071
1080
1120
1283
1376
1464

720
890
933
1005
1071
1123
1281
1376
-

glycerol
Band assignment
Raman bands (cm−1 )

674
821
850
924
974
1050
1071
1109
1252
1357
1464
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δ (CCO)+δ (OH) 43
δ (CCO) 44
ν(CC) 43
ν(CC) 43
CH3 rock 45
CH2 rock 43
CH2 rock 43,45
ν(CCO)G 45
ν(COH) from C-1, C-3 43,46
τ(CH2 ) 46
41
PO−
2
ν(COH) from C-2 46
ν(CC)T
τ(CH2 ) 46
δ (COH) 46
δ (CH2 ) 46

Figure 6: (a)Average SERS spectra (n=30) from GroPIns (100 µM), myo-inositol (100 µM) and
glycerol (100 µM). (b) SERS spectrum of the three-component mixture at the relative concentration
of 33.333 µM GroPIns, 33.333 µM myo-inositol and 33.333 µM glycerol. Ternary plot illustrating
the composition of three-component mixtures of GroPIns, myo-inositol and glycerol as measured
using the leave one out cross validation of the partial least squares regression. (d-f) Histograms of
the difference between the measured concentration and the nominal relative concentrations. The
standard deviations of these distributions are 6%, 7% and 5% respectively.
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slight heterogeneity in the substrate enhancement factors. PLS is a statistical technique that determines a linear regression between the observable variables (SERS spectra in our case) and the
properties that we want to measure (concentrations in our case). 47 The entire spectral range from
600 to 1800 cm−1 was used to build PLS models for these mixtures. The ternary plot in Figure 6-(c)
shows the relative predicted concentrations of GroPIns, myo-inositol and glycerol (dots) compared
to the nominal values (continuous line intersections in the equilateral triangle and the centre of
the triangle). The concentration of each specie is 100 µM (pure phase) in correspondence of the
triangle corner, then it decreases linearly with increasing distance from this corner, and reaches the
value 0 on the opposite line. By drawing parallel lines at regular intervals between the zero line
and the corner, fine divisions can be established for easy estimation of the content of a specie. We
analysed sixteen different mixtures with the same total concentration (100 µM) and various relative compositions. In each case, one microliter of each sample was applied to the SERS substrate.
The performance of the classification model was evaluated using the leave-one-out cross-validation
method. To cross-validate the PLS model, 479/480th of the spectra were used to generate a PLS
model and the left-out spectrum was tested as an unknown sample. This processes was repeated
until each sample was left-out and the results were compiled to determine the standard deviation of
concentration measurement. The histograms in Figure 6-(d)-(f) show the measured concentration
error. From this distribution, we observe that GroPIns can be detected with an accuracy of 6%.

Discussion and conclusions
From our analysis we can conclude that it is not convenient to develop a single SERS substrate for
every experimental condition. Attempting a rough categorisation: i) If the aim is to ascertain the
presence of a given molecule in an analyte, Ag-NC substrates are the most efficient solution. ii)
For single molecule analysis, substrates which offer a distribution of localised and very intense hot
spots are the most promising approach. iii) In a low molecular concentration regime, but where
a quantitative analysis of the concentration is required, substrates like the one presented here are
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particularly well suited.
The main advantage of our substrates over alternative approaches is that the relative amplitude of the Raman peaks in an acquired spectrum is consistently the same, across the sample and
over extended periods of time. The same can not be said of Ag-NC substrates, which produce
a random distribution of the peak amplitudes, very different even in neighbouring positions and
degrading over time. This feature is crucially important when trying to measure the concentration
of a molecule in a mixture containing elements with overlapping Raman spectra. Additionally,
by considering the experimental condition set in this experiment (laser wavelength, laser power,
integration time, sample concentrations) we showed that our easily fabricated Au-fishnet substrate
allows unprecedent reproducibility in sensing very low concentrations (200 nM) of GroPIns at a
sample volume of ∼1 µl and integration time of 10 s. This is the first sensitive and quantitative
demonstration of the detection of GroPIns at extremely low concentration by SERS technique.
Moreover, these studies demonstrate that the proposed SERS biosensor is not only able to identify, but also able to accurately and quantitatively determine the concentration of GroPIns within
multicomponent mixtures. The mixed samples consisted of varying concentrations of GroPIns,
myo-inositol and glycerol with their total concentration held constant at 100 µM. SERS spectra
were analysed using PLS regression to extract qualitative and quantitative information regarding
the composition of the mixtures. Figure 6-(c) shows the predicted (dots) versus the true concentrations (triangle coordinates) for the analysed samples. The good graphical agreement between
predicted and true values is also quantified using the leave-one-out crossvalidation method. Excellent accuracy (6%) in the quantification of the three component mixtures (GroPIns, myo-inositol
and glycerol) with similar chemical and spectral structure has been demonstrated.
The methodology described in this study should overcome many of the limitations of previous
methods by providing rapid (acquisition time: 1 s), quantitative (accuracy: 6 %) and sensitive
(detection limit: 200 nM at 10 s of acquisition time) detection of minimal sample concentration,
eliminating the need of any label or dye.
These results indicate that our approach could be used as a label-free method to detect GroPIns
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even in cell extracts and it may provide a novel technological platform to identify GroPIns profiles
in disease pathogenesis. Further our method is not limited to GroPIns and can be applied to a
vast class of molecules; for example to study real time molecular dynamics in solution or on cell
membranes.

Materials and Methods
SERS substrates fabrication. To prepare the samples, glass substrates (thickness 160 µm), were cleaned in acetone
and isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath. A 30 nm thick film of gold was evaporated onto the glass, and spin coated with
a 100 nm thick layer of SU8 (an epoxy based negative lithographic resist from Microchem Corp.), which was baked
for 5 mins at 100◦ C. The Au-fishnet pattern was defined by electron beam lithography, using a Raith converted Leo
SEM, operating at 30 kV. The sample was then post-exposure baked for 2 min at 100◦ C before being developed in
ethyl lactate solvent for 45 s. A 9 min long Ar-based reactive ion etching with forward bias −330 V was then used to
transfer the patterns on the gold, followed by gentle O2 ashing to remove the leftover resist.
GroPIns preparation. GroPIns calcium salt, purified by subsequent crystallisation cycles, was kindly provided
by Euticals S.p.a. (Lodi, Italy). Glycerol and myo-inositol were from Sigma-Aldrich (Milano, Italy). They are all
water-soluble and were resuspended in Milli-Q water at a concentration of 100 µM. Three component mixtures of
GroPIns, myo-inositol and glycerol were then prepared for analysis. The total concentration of each sample was held
constant at 100 µM, but the concentration of each component was varied from 0-100 µM. A scheme of all the relative
concentrations used in the experiment is shown in Figure 6.
Experimental set-up for optical characterisation of the substrates. The experimental set-up consists of a super
continuum source (NKT Koheras), with controlled polarisation, collimated on the sample with a 50× long working
distance Mitutoyo objective (NA = 0.42). An identical objective collected the light and sent it to a CCD camera
for visualisation and an optical spectral analyser (Ocean Optics USB 2000; 500 nm - 1000 nm). The light path was
arranged in Köhler configuration to finely control the angle of incidence of the beam on the sample. 48
SERS experimental set-up. A scheme of the SERS experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2. The polarisationcontrolled Raman probe at 532 nm (Laser Quantum, Opus, maximum Power 2 W) was first expanded by two lenses
and then focused onto the sample by a 100× objective lens (Olympus, NA=1.2), giving a laser spot on the sample
of ≈ 0.3 x 0.3 µm2 . The back-scattered light from the sample was collected by the same objective and filtered by a
holographic notch filter, to remove the pump radiation. The Raman light was focused onto the entrance slit (set at an
aperture of 100 µM) of the monochromator (Acton SP2300, Princeton Instruments), equipped with a 1800 lines/mm
holographic grating and finally detected using a back-illuminated CCD (PIXIS:400BR-eXcelon CCD, Princeton In-
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struments), thermoelectrically cooled to -70◦ C.
Data Analysis. The SERS enhancement factor (G) has been calculated from the enhancement of the local intensity
of the incident light at the laser frequency νlaser (Rayleigh scattering) 40 by using:

G=

|Eloc (νlaser )|4
|Einc (νlaser )|4

(1)

In order to quantify the degree of similarity of separate SERS spectra, we calculate the average spectrum for each
substrate. All the individual spectra are normalised using the average spectrum to deliver the relative variability. The
FWHM of the variability histograms is used to quantify the spectral reproducibility.
Partial least square (PLS) regression was used to quantify the presence of GroPIns in the sample mixtures. The
PLS method determines the linear multivariate relationship between the observed spectra and the chemometric concentrations of the sample. In practice, this can be understood as the determination of the error-minimising projection
from the large number of measured correlated quantities (spectra) to the sparse space defined by the concentrations of
the different constituents.
The PLS regression was performed on the 479 acquired spectra (16 samples x 30 acquisition minus one used
for leave-one-out cross-validation). Here, we are interested in measuring the relative concentrations of the three compounds and we have maintained a constant concentration through-out the experiments c1 + c2 + c3 = 100 µM where c1 ,
c2 and c3 are the respective concentrations of the three compounds. We eliminate the linear interdependence between
the three concentrations by representing the relative concentration in the 2D ternary-plane using the relationships:

= c1 − (c2 + c3 )/2
√
y =
3(c2 − c3 )/2.

x

(2)

The PLS regression was performed between this 2D space and the acquired spectra. A single spectrum was left out
when determining the PLS regression and subsequently used to predict the (x,y) ternary position of the sample and
deduce the respective concentrations c1 , c2 and c3 . To statistically quantify the concentration detection error, we
repeated the leave-one-out cross-validation step with each individual spectrum taken from all the acquired data. The
accuracy of our procedure was determined using the classification error,i.e. the difference between predicted and
real concentration for each of the leave-one-out spectrum. This is represented in the histograms in Figure 6. The
standard deviation (std) of these distributions quantify the overall accuracy and precision of our detection method. The
numerical procedures were implemented using the statistics toolbox in Matlab.
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